PIETERSET AL.: THE NATURE OF CRATER RAYS

tion of a ray at about six crater radii from Copernicus(frame
AS17-2290). Using a conservativeexcavation depth/diameter
of 1/10 and requiring the boundary betweenthe ray and mare
substrateto be at least one third the excavation depth, the ray
thickness would be of the order of 10-15 m. Thinner rays
would allow smaller dark-haloed craters to be produced.
These observationsimply that the vertical mixing zone of primary ejecta with local substrate that forms the ray could
extend throughout most of the regolith where the ray is locally
extensive.It also implies that much of the current extent of
Copernicus'sray systemwill remain as a visible feature on the
lunar nearsidefor at least another aeon of lunar history, since
this compositionallydistinct ray material is apparently an integral part of the regolith.
Data for areas R6 and R7 are more difficult to interpret
than those for the proximal areas on the continuousray becausein this case both R6 and R7 possessan immature soil
componentand have a high radar backscatter,and yet the
two areas have very different surfacemorphologies.Area R6
containsno craterswith morphologiesthat indicate a secondary origin; all the craters are roughly circular and lack the
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1975] were summarized in the introduction. The compositionalmeasurements
for the Copernicusray describedin the
previoussectionare new data directly relevant to the details of
this interaction. Since these compositional data are a completelyindependentsourceof information about ray materials,
it will be usefulto compare quantitative resultsfor models of
mixing systematicsbased on ballistic data with recent models
of reflectanceproperties of compositional mixtures. A firstorder approximationsuggeststhat there are four types of surface material associatedwith Copernicus'sray system:mature
and immature noritic material derived from the primary crater
and mature

and immature

basaltic

material

derived

from

the

local mare substrate.

As describedin the previoussection,the reflectancespectra
of the areas on the ray extendingout from Copernicusto area
R5 increaseregularly in slope and in the depth of the pyroxene band. Additionally, the pyroxene band minimum shifts
from 0.91 #m toward 1.00 #m, which is consistent with a
changefrom orthopyroxene-bearinganorthosite-noriterocks
to clinopyroxene-bearingbasalts [Adams, 1974]. This change
of lithology along the ray is interpretedas an expressionof the
characteristic
V structures and braided or mantled texture.
mixing of differing proportions of Copernicusejecta with the
Conversely,area R7 containsseveralwell-preservedsecondary mare basalt substrate.The kind of mixing and the relative
craters larger than 3 km in diameter and has many smaller, proportionsof the rock/soil typeswarrant further examination
mantled, secondary craters and a prominent set of herring- as a means of better understandingthe processof ray embone dunes.
placement.
Two models are used here to describe the spectral reflecThe most likely explanation for the occurrenceof immature
soils at both R6 and R7, on the assumptionthat each area is tance changesthat occur when different materials are mixed.
indeed the age of Copernicus(about 800 million years [Eber- One model applies where patches of one material are interhardtet al., 1973]),would be that at both areasan additional spersedwith patches of another so that any small packet of
physicalproperty has preventedthe surfacesoils from reach- reflected radiation has interacted with one material only. This
or linear model where the
ing maturity by normal soil formation processes.
Steeperlocal is the so-called "checkerboard"
slopesoccur within the interiors of the larger secondarycra- spectralreflectancecontribution from each material is weightters of R7 than on the exterior deposits(Figure 7) and would ed linearly by the areal extent of the material [Singer and
causedownslopemovementof material during soil-reworking McCord, 1979]. For the lunar rocks/soils being considered,
processes,
thus preventingnormal soil accumulation.
the scale of mixing may range from centimetersto kilometers
Images of area R6 (Figure 8), however, show an absenceof or larger and cannotbe specifiedusingthe reflectancedata.
The second model describes reflectance from mixed matericraters larger than a few hundred meters in diameter. Although a different reason for the lack of soil formation may als when small packetsof radiation have passedthrough each
thus be required for R6, the high backscatterof the radar data material present.The model appliesto lunar soilswhich confor both areasputs generalconstraintson the possiblecauses. tain rock, mineral, and glassparticlestypically on the scalesof
These data show that both area R6 and area R7 are unusually millimeters to microns in diameter. The spectral reflectance
rough (i.e., bright) at the 3.8-cm radar wavelength. Such contributionsof the individual soil componentsdo not add in
roughnessmay be due either to a higher than averagenumber a linear fashionbut insteadare weightedby suchfactorsas the
of blocks at the surface(or buried within a few radar wave- optical extinction coefficientsof the particles.The nonlinear
lengthsof the surface)ot to local topographicundulationsat a mixing of intimate mixture of minerals in soil spectra is descaleof a few tens of centimeters[Zisk et al., 1974; Thompson scribed by Johnsonet al. [1983] and involves the calculation
et al., 1981]. Sinceneither of thesephysicalfeaturesare readily of single-scatteringalbedosfrom individual components.The
observedat R6 within the available image resolution,it is method is also sensitiveto particle-size effects on reflectance
difficult to accountfor the high radar backscatterand associ- spectra.
ated immature soil. Most surface boulders should have been
The telescopicreflectancedata for all areas associatedwith
removed by maturation processesacting over the history of Copernicus'sray were examined with both mixing models.
the ray element [Arvidson et al., 1975]. Unusually rough Many areasalong the ray were measuredmore than once.We
small-scaletopography, unobserveddirectly, may be more have included some of these multiple measurementsto indilikely to accountfor the observations,but the direct causefor cate the range of data variations due to observationalparamethis roughnessis not defined. R6 does lie near the end of a ters. Principal component analyses(PCA) were used to demare ridge system,although no unusual morphology is ob- scribethe systematicvariations of the reflectancedata in terms
served.
of mixing lines between a variety of compositional endmembers.SeparatePCA analyseswere made to test the linear
checkerboard and the nonlinear intimate mix models.
4. QUANTITATIVEMODELS
Most of the questionsrelating to the nature of crater rays
require an understanding of how ejecta from the primary
crater interacts with local surrounding material. Models
derivedfrom the ballisticsof ejectaemplacementdevelopedby
Oberbeck and coworkers [Oberbeck, 1975; Oberbeck et al.,

Procedures

The telescopicreflectancespectra for the Copernicus ray
areaswere filtered usinga five-point running mean to suppress
random instrumental errors. Thirty wavelengths between 0.7

